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Abstract: Without a clear understanding of consumer preferences, one cannot answer sim-
ple questions like "Will reducing poverty close gaps in dietary energy intake for African
consumers?" Or, "How will diet quality change with the price of food staples increases?" Us-
ing nationally representative household survey data from six sub-Saharan African countries,
we model the relationship between food demand, food prices, consumers’ total expenditures,
and other demand determinants. We use this preference structure to assess diet quality
responsiveness to changes in income and total household expenditures, incorporating the
substitution patterns that consumers’ preferences entail. We confirm the strong relation-
ship between expenditure growth and improved diet quality. Growth in total expenditures
raises the probability that poor households consume sufficient dietary energy, macro-, and
micro-nutrients. Expenditures growth does not guarantee increased nutrient density of diets,
an important quality measure. We find that intake adequacy is quite sensitive to a price
increase of the food staple in all countries, more so than to the prices of foods that are more
nutrient dense. There does not exist a single food category for which lowering the price
would improve all dimensions of diet quality. Vouchers lowering the prices of pulses & nuts
targeting poor consumers could offer a cost-effective vehicle for improving diet quality. Our
findings can guide the efforts of those looking to understand how interventions that affect
consumers’ incomes or prices could impact dimensions of diet quality.
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1 Introduction1

Historically, both lowering food prices and raising incomes of the poor have contributed to2

improved food security, which is defined as adequate intake of dietary energy, macronutrients,3

and micronutrients to lead a healthy and productive life. For example, the Green Revolution4

was estimated to lower the real prices of food staples by 35-66%, resulting in a corresponding5

13.3-14.4 % increase in caloric intake per capita and a 6.1-7.9 % decrease in child undernour-6

ishment in developing countries (Evenson and Gollin, 2003). In China, per capita GDP grew7

by the share of the population that was undernourished fell by 60% between 1990 and 2016,8

from 24% to 9.6% (FAO, IFAD and WFP, 2014; FAO et al., 2017). During this time, the9

share of extremely poor households fell by 99%, from 66.3% to 0.5% (World Bank Group,10

2022). At the same time that we have seen such dramatic improvements in food security,11

we have also seen rapid transformation of diets across the developing world. The disease12

burden associated with over-consumption has quickly become a major public health concern13

(Swinburn et al., 2011). Obesity, for example, is believed to be a risk factor for diseases14

such as diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and cancer, which strain the capacity of healthcare15

systems (Wang et al., 2011; de Oliveira, Santos and da Silva, 2015). The economic impact of16

obesity is estimated at $US 2 trillion per year, or 2.8% of global GDP (Dobbs et al., 2014).17

Despite broad recognition that the economic determinants of food security – incomes and18

food prices – are very important, little is known about how diet quality overall changes as19
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incomes and food prices change. Consumers’ food purchases depend on their total available20

budgets (income plus any change in assets or savings) and the real prices of food and non-food21

items, which signal their scarcity in a given time or place. The overall dietary changes that22

result in either improved undernutrition or exacerbated overnutrition hinge on consumers’23

responses to changes in income and the real prices of foods.24

We ask how consumers’ preferences shape diet quality in Africa, given incomes and prices25

faced. As policymakers consider strategies to leverage agriculture for improved nutrition and26

health, it is important to understand the role of consumer preferences in shaping their re-27

sponses to policies. Because consumers’ food demand patterns vary around the world as28

incomes grow and as the prices of different food groups change (Muhammad et al., 2017),29

careful modeling work is required. Building on consumer demand theory and updated model-30

ing applications, we offer a first effort to comprehensively model consumer demand in Africa31

using panel data and a flexible, utility-theoretic functional form, while controlling for unob-32

served heterogeneity and accounting for bias arising from unobserved quality heterogeneity33

and from price search behavior.34

2 Results35

2.1 Diet quality generally improves with total household expen-36

ditures37

We explore the relationship between total household expenditures and diet quality in two38

ways. First, we use the parameters of large food demand systems estimated in six sub-39

Saharan African countries (Malawi, Niger, Ethiopia, Uganda, Tanzania, and Nigeria) to40

describe the sensitivity of intake of dietary energy, macronutrients and micronutrients to41

changes in total expenditures. We summarize these results according to four expenditure42
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quartiles, using comparable quartile cutoffs across countries as described in Sec. 4.1. In all43

countries, we find that wealthier consumers are much more likely to have sufficient intake of44

dietary energy, macro-nutrients and micro-nutrients.45

Second, we simulate a cash transfer (CT) and then examine its impacts on intake of46

dietary energy, macro- and micro- nutrients and on the two measures of diet quality. In47

response to this CT, we find that poor consumers are more likely to consume sufficient dietary48

energy, macro- and micro-nutrients, though gaps in intake remain. We use macro-nutrient49

balance and the Nutrient Rich Food Index (a measure of a diet’s nutrient density), to measure50

diet quality. CTs lessen the over-consumption of carbohydrates for some poor consumers51

in Malawi and Tanzania. CTs improve under-consumption of protein in Niger, Ethiopia,52

Uganda, and Tanzania and of fat in Malawi, Niger and Tanzania without exacerbating over-53

consumption of fat. NRFI also improves for poor consumers after a CT in Malawi, Ethiopia,54

Uganda and Nigeria, while it worsens for poor consumers in Niger and Tanzania. The55

impact of CTs on NRFI are much smaller in magnitude for wealthy consumers than for poor56

consumers.57

2.1.1 As consumers get wealthier, they demand more micro- and macro- nutri-58

ents59

Using the demand model parameters, we calculate each household’s elasticity of demand with60

respect to total expenditures for dietary energy (DE), macro-nutrients and micro-nutrients.61

These expenditure elasticities tell us by how much intake will increase when household62

expenditures increase by 1%. Figure SIA.1 shows these expenditure elasticities of demand for63

each macro- and micro- nutrient, separated by total expenditures quartile, for each country.64

Demand for DE is expenditure elastic (i.e. intake increases by more than 1% when total65

expenditures increase by 1%) only for the poorest (Q1) consumers in Niger, Uganda and66

Nigeria. Consumers in all quartiles exhibit inelastic demand for DE in Malawi, Ethiopia and67
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Tanzania. Nigeria is unusual in that even wealthier (Q2 and Q3) consumers exhibit slightly68

elastic demand for DE. Demand for carbohydrates is similar to demand for DE.69

Consumers show much more elastic demand for fat and for protein with respect to total70

expenditures than they do for DE, with a few exceptions (demand is less elastic than it is for71

DE for fat in Uganda and Nigeria and for protein in Malawi). Generally, consumers appear72

to shift their food expenditures towards fat and/or protein at the expense of carbohydrates73

as they become wealthier, which is consistent with improving diet quality.74

Regarding micro-nutrients, expenditure elasticity patterns vary from country to country.75

Poor consumers have expenditure-elastic demand for iron in Ethiopia and Nigeria only. They76

have expenditure-elastic demand for zinc in Niger, Ethiopia, Uganda and Nigeria only. They77

have expenditure elastic demand for vitamin A in Malawi, Ethiopia and Tanzania only. Poor78

(Q1) consumers have expenditure elastic demand for folate everywhere except for Ethiopia79

and Uganda.80

For all six countries and for all macro- and micro- nutrients, wealthier consumers have81

smaller expenditure elasticities of dietary intake than do poorer consumers. Therefore, in-82

come growth for poorer consumers (Q1 and Q2) results in a larger increase in micro and83

macro nutrient intake than does income growth for wealthier consumers.84

2.1.2 As consumers get wealthier, they are more likely to consume sufficient85

dietary energy86

Figure 1 shows the relationship between total per capita expenditures and the probability87

that a household’s DE intake is adequate (i.e., it exceeds the household’s estimated average88

requirement (EAR), as described in Sec. 4.7). Overall, the probability that a household’s DE89

intake is adequate is strongly increasing in total household expenditures. The probability of90

sufficient DE intake increases most strongly with expenditures in Niger, where 25% of the91

poorest households have sufficient DE intake, while 65% of households at the top end of Q192
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consume sufficient DE. The effect of expenditures is also large in Ethiopia, where only 5%93

of the poorest households consume sufficient DE and 50% of households at the top end of94

Q2 consume sufficient DE.95

Figure SIA.2 shows the relationship between total per capita expenditures and predicted96

dietary energy intake as a share of EAR for each country. The average wealthy household’s97

intake of DE exceeds the recommended intake for wealthy consumers in all countries, but98

not for poor consumers in Niger, Ethiopia, Uganda and Tanzania. These results suggest99

that DE over-consumption could be a concern for many wealthy households. We explore100

this possibility with our macronutrient dietary balance measure.101

2.1.3 As consumers get wealthier, their diets become more nutrient dense102

NRFI, as discussed in Sec. 4.7, is an overall measure of dietary nutrient density that in-103

creases with increased concentration of “good” micro-nutrients and decreases with increased104

concentration of “bad” dietary components like saturated fat and added sugar. Because105

NRFI is calculated based on intake of multiple dietary components (total DE, added sugar106

and fat, and micronutrients), each of which responds differently to growth in total expen-107

ditures, the relationship between expenditure growth and NRFI is not expected to follow a108

clear pattern. The bottom row of Fig. 2 depicts the elasticity of NRFI with respect to total109

household expenditures for consumers in each expenditure quartile. We find that there is110

no clear association between a growth in total household expenditures and NRFI that cuts111

across countries and expenditure levels. In Malawi and Ethiopia, NRFI improves as total112

household expenditures increase for consumers across the full expenditure distribution. In113

Niger and Tanzania, NRFI increases with expenditures for wealthier households but not for114

Q1 households. In Uganda and Nigeria, NRFI follows a u-shaped pattern, increasing for Q1115

and Q4 households as expenditures increase, but decreasing for Q2 and Q3 households as116

expenditures increase.117
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Figure 1: Predicted probability of dietary energy (DE) sufficiency conditional on total household expendi-
tures, before and after a simulated cash transfer (CT). The horizontal axis depicts the log of total household
expenditures per adult equivalent (in $US, PPP). The vertical axis depicts the share of households with
sufficient intake of dietary energy (that is, dietary energy intake exceeds the household’s recommended di-
etary intake). The shaded area depicts the predicted increase in the share of households with sufficient DE
intake following the simulated CT. Each country’s shaded area is bounded below by the pre-transfer share of
households with sufficient DE intake and above by the post-transfer share of households with sufficient DE
intake. The dashed lines represent the upper expenditure cutoff for each expenditure quartile, as labeled.
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To unpack the demand patterns that lead to diet quality changes as expenditure changes,118

we plot the expenditure elasticities of food demand for consumers in each country and total119

expenditures quartile, in Fig. SIA.8. These same expenditure elasticities of demand are also120

depicted, along with their standard errors, in Tables SIB.31 to SIB.54.121

Poor (Q1) consumers’ demand for animal sourced foods is the most responsive to growth122

in total expenditures in all countries except for in Nigeria. When total expenditures increase123

by 1%, consumption of dairy increases 8.51% for Q1 consumers in Malawi, consumption124

of red meat increases 5.31% in Ethiopia and 3.93% in Tanzania, and consumption of eggs125

increases 2.69% in Uganda.126

2.1.4 Cash transfers close intake gaps for poor consumers127

A simulated CT, as discussed in Sec. 4.8, results in a large increase in the probability that128

poor (Q1 as well as Q2) households consume sufficient DE in all countries. A CT targeting129

Q1 consumers (i.e., those below the international extreme poverty line) would reduce the130

share of Q1 households whose intake of DE is insufficient (from 75 to 83% in Malawi, 58 to131

77% in Niger, 11 to 20% in Ethiopia, 28 to 37% in Uganda, 18 to 34% in Tanzania, and132

53 to 62% in Nigeria). Figure 1 plots the increase in the share of households whose DE133

intake exceed the EAR, conditional on household total per capita expenditures (in log $US,134

PPP) with and without the simulated CT. The effect of the CT in pushing households above135

the DE intake requirement is largest for poor households and is generally small for wealthy136

households.137

A CT would raise the share of consumers who have sufficient intake of key macro- and138

micro- nutrients. Figure 3 depicts the share of households in each quartile with adequate139

intake of DE and each macro- and micro- nutrient without any CT, as depicted by one140

horizontal line for each country. The "x" marker depicts the post-CT share of households141

with sufficient intake of each macro- and micro-nutrient. Following the CT, the share of Q1142
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households with sufficient protein intake increases from 58% to 77% in Niger, the country143

with the largest increase. The increase is also large in Tanzania (16%), Ethiopia (9%),144

Uganda (9%), and Nigeria (9%). It is smallest in Malawi (a 6% increase, from 83% to 89%145

of households). The CT is also effective in increasing the share of poor households who146

have sufficient intake of protein, iron, zinc, vitamin A and total folate. The only exception147

is vitamin A, where pre-CT intake is very low and is not responsive to the CT. There are148

also a few cases where the share of sufficient households does not increase following the CT149

and where pre-CT intake is already sufficient for most poor households (iron in Niger and150

vitamin A in Nigeria).151
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(a) Malawi (b) Niger

(c) Ethiopia (d) Uganda

(e) Tanzania (f) Nigeria

Figure 2: Price and expenditure elasticities of NRFI, separated by quartile, in (a) Malawi, (b) Niger, (c)
Ethiopia, (d) Uganda, (e) Tanzania, and (f) Nigeria.
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(a) Q1 (b) Q2

(c) Q3 (d) Q4

Figure 3: Predicted share of households with sufficient intake (exceeding EAR) of each macro- and micro-
nutrient before (solid line) and after each CT/PV, separated by quartile, in (a) Ethiopia (b) Malawi (c)
Niger (d) Nigeria (e) Tanzania, and (f) Uganda.

2.1.5 Cash transfers improve nutrient density of diets for poor consumers152

We also assess the response of NRFI, our measure of diet-level nutrient density, to the153

CT simulation. NRFI is comprised of nine different dietary components, of which some are154

positively associated with improved diet quality and some are negatively associated. Because155

consumer diets evolve in many ways as their expenditures increase, there is no clear pattern156
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in how a CT affects diet quality for wealthy vs poor consumers. Figure SIA.5 shows the157

expected change in NRFI following the simulated cash transfer (CT) conditional on total158

per capita expenditures. In Malawi and Ethiopia, the effect of a CT on NRFI is generally159

positive, except for the poorest consumers in Malawi, but diminishes in magnitude as total160

expenditures increase. In Uganda and Nigeria, the effect of the CT on NRFI follows a u-161

shaped pattern over total expenditures (positive impact for the pporest and wealthiest, but162

small negative impact for Q2-Q3 consumers), while in Niger it follows an inverted u-shaped163

pattern (negative for some Q1 and Q4 consumers but positive for the rest). In Tanzania,164

the CT has a small negative expected effect on NRFI that decreases in magnitude as total165

expenditures increase.166

2.1.6 Cash transfers do not exacerbate dietary imbalance167

Wealthier consumers are more likely to have diets that are well balanced. The majority168

of poor consumers in all six countries consume protein in a smaller share of total dietary169

energy than is recommended by the WHO, a sign of dietary imbalance. Many poor consumers170

also consume an excess share of carbohydrates in total dietary energy in Malawi, Ethiopia,171

Uganda, and Tanzania. Fat is ore often under-consumed by poor consumers in Malawi,172

Niger, Ethiopia and Tanzania, while it is more often over-consumed in Uganda and Nigeria.173

As shown in Fig. 4, the CT appears to improve problems of under-consumption for Q1174

consumers in that it lowers the share of consumers who consume an excess of carbohydrates175

(exceeding 75% of DE) in Malawi, and Tanzania. The share of consumers consuming an176

excess of carbohydrates does not increase in any of the remaining countries. The CT also177

lowers the share of households that consume less than 10% of DE from protein in Niger,178

Ethiopia, Uganda, and Tanzania. Finally, the CT lowers the share of households that con-179

sume less than 15% of DE from fat, another sign of under-consumption, in Malawi, Niger,180

and Tanzania.181
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With regards to over-consumption, we are concerned with the share of households who182

derive more than 30% of their DE from fat or more than 15% from protein. The CT does not183

increase the share of households with excess fat consumption anywhere. Protein consumption184

exceeding 15% of DE is rare and unaffected by the CT.185
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Figure 4: Dietary balance before and after CT and PV simulations. The left-most bar above the "carb"
label depicts the share of the country’s population whose intake of carbohydrates exceeds the recommended
75% limit. The left-most bar below the "carb" label depicts the share of the country’s population whose
intake of carbohydrates is less than the recommended 55% lower limit. With colors, each bar decomposes
the population it depicts into corresponding total expenditure quartiles. The remaining bars above (below)
the "carb" label show the share of households whose intake of carbohydrates exceeds the upper recommended
limit (is less than the lower recommended limit) after the simulated CT, staple grain PV, starchy staple PV,
pulse & nuts PV, FFV PV and ASF PV, respectively. The dashed line depicts the share of households at
baseline who consume above (below) the upper recommended limit (lower recommended limit). The "fat"
and "protein" panels follow the same pattern as the "carb" panel. The WHO recommends that calories from
fat comprise no more than 30% and no less than 15% of total DE, and that calories from protein comprise
no more than 15% and no less than 10% of total DE.

2.2 Diet quality and food price changes186

Next, we explore the relationship between price changes in specific food groups and intake187

of dietary energy, macro-, and micro-nutrients. As we did with our analysis of the role188

of total expenditures in determining food demand, we first describe the demand system189

parameters and their implications for the relationship between food price changes and dietary190

intake. We find that, as the prices of different food groups change relative to each other,191

patterns of consumer substitutions between food groups become an important determinant192
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of dietary intake and diet quality. That is, if one food becomes more expensive, the price193

change affects demand not only for that food, but also for other foods – each of which is194

comprised of different macro- and micro- nutrients. Thus, it is important to understand195

these overall substitution patterns in order to understand how changes of any specific food196

price affect dietary intake. Our modeling approach differs from the more common used197

approach (as discussed in Sec. 4.3) allows the demand response to price changes for a poor198

consumers to vary from the response of a wealthy consumer, which adds important flexibility199

in understanding how consumers might be affected by price shocks.200

Generally, we find that diet quality is more sensitive to food staple prices than it is to201

the prices of more nutrient-dense foods. We also find that diet quality is more sensitive to202

staple food price changes in countries where one food staple dominates (i.e., Malawi, Niger203

and Tanzania) than in places where consumers rely on multiple food staples (i.e., Ethiopia,204

Uganda, and Nigeria).205

After we explore consumers’ price substitution patterns and their implications for deter-206

mining dietary intake of macro- and micro-nutrients, we then simulate consumers’ responses207

to price vouchers (PVs) targeting five different categories of foods staple grains, starchy208

staples, pulses & nuts, fresh fruits & vegetables, and animal sourced foods. We simulate209

consumers’ diet quality after introduction of each PV and compare it to diet quality in210

alternate scenarios (i.e. with a CT or with no intervention).211

2.2.1 Food staple prices are strong determinants of macro- and micro- nutrient212

intake.213

In all countries, intake of DE, macro- and micro-nutrients is more sensitive to the prices of214

food staples than any other food types. These elasticities of intake with respect to each food215

group’s price are depicted for Malawi, Niger and Ethiopia in Fig. SIA.3 and for Uganda,216

Tanzania, and Nigeria in Fig. SIA.4. We see two distinct patterns in the relationship between217
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food prices and dietary intake, depending on the type of diet.218

In countries where one single staple food comprises a very large share of poor households’219

total household expenditures, we see a clear signal of dietary intake sensitivity with respect220

to the dominant staple’s price, which takes the form of a prominent vertical red bands in the221

matrices that depict the elasticity of macro- and micro-nutrient intake with respect to food222

group prices. These red bands indicate large negative intake elasticities with respect to the223

dominant staple’s price, which cut across almost all dietary components. This pattern can224

be seen with maize in Malawi, which accounts for 34% of poor households’ expenditures,225

millet in Niger (32% of poor households’ expenditures) and maize in Tanzania (21% of poor226

households’ expenditures). Each food group’s average budget share can be found in Tables227

SIB.1 - SIB.6. The importance of the dominant food staple’s price as an intake determinant228

persists even for high income consumers in Malawi and Tanzania. In Niger for wealthy229

consumers, rice overtakes millet as the food whose price is the strongest determinant of230

dietary intake.231

We see a different pattern of intake sensitivity in multi-staple countries, where no single232

food dominates households’ expenditures and dietary intake is much less sensitive to any233

single food’s price. We observe this pattern in Ethiopia, where wheat, teff and maize together234

comprise 38% of poor households’ total expenditures, but no single food comprises more than235

15.5%. In Uganda, the food group containing roots, tubers and other starches comprises the236

largest budget share for poor households, at 12% of total expenditures, with cassava, maize237

and wheat follow with 8%, 8%, and 4%, respectively. In Nigeria, poor consumers spend238

their largest budget share on wheat (13%), followed by rice (10%) and roots and tubers239

(9%). In these countries where no staple dominates budgets, intake of dietary components240

is collectively responsive to staple food prices, but no single food group alone is a strong241

determinant of intake.242

Our findings are consistent with those of Ecker and Qaim (2011), who find in Malawi243
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that intake of protein, iron, zinc and folate is more sensitive to the price of maize than to244

the price of any other foods. In Bangladesh, Pitt (1983) find that the price of rice (the245

staple there) is a more important determinant of nutrient intake for poor households than246

any other food. Pitt and Rosenzweig (1985) find in Indonesia that when staple grain prices247

increase, protein intake decreases but iron intake increases.248

In all countries, vitamin A intake behaves differently than other macro- and micro-249

nutrients in that the prices of fats & oils and roots, tubers & other starches play a more250

important role than staple grain prices. The most important prices determining vitamin A251

intake include that of roots, tubers and other starches in Malawi; sugar, vegetables, fruits,252

rice and Millet in Niger; red meat, eggs and wheat in Ethiopia; roots, tubers & other starches253

and fats & oils in Uganda; pulses, vegetables, oils and maize in Tanzania; and oils in Nigeria.254

Our nutrient intake elasticities with respect to food prices are similar to those by Ecker255

and Qaim (2011), who find in Malawi that vitamin A intake is most affected by changes256

in the prices of vegetables, seeds, roots, and maize. Pitt and Rosenzweig (1985) also find257

in rural south India that vitamin A intake is most affected the prices of dairy products,258

vegetables, pulses, and oils.259

2.2.2 Consumer substitutions play an important role in determining nutrient260

intake response when food prices increase261

We find that consumer substitutions in response to relative price changes help to explain262

why food staple prices are such strong determinants of macro- and micro-nutrient intake,263

even when these food staples do not contain high concentrations of these macro- and micro-264

nutrients. In order to illustrate this, in Fig. 5 we decompose the protein intake elasticities265

with respect to staple food prices into the own-price effect (i.e., the change in protein intake266

arising from a change in the price of a food staple that results from a change in the intake267

of that food staple) and the cross-price effect (i.e., the change in protein intake arising from268
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a change in the price of a food staple that results from a change in the intake of all other269

foods apart from that food staple).270

Figure 5: Decomposition of the elasticity of protein intake with respect to the price of each food staple
into an own effect (which reflects a change in protein intake arising from a change in intake of that same
food staple) and a cross-effect (which reflects a change in protein intake arising from a change in intake of
all other foods).

Fig. 5 suggests that substitutions account for about half of hte decrease in protein intake271

that occers in Malawi after the maize price increases. Sugstitutions account for about two272

thirds of the protein intake reduction that occurs in Malawi after an increase in the price of273

roots & tubers. These substitution effects are also explain a large portion of the impact of274

a number of food staple crops on protein intake in other countries – for the rice price effect275

in Niger, for the wheat price effect in Ethiopia, for the maize and root & tuber price effects276

in Uganda, for the root & tuber price effect in Tanzania, and for the rice, root & tuber, and277
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wheat price effects on protein intake in Nigeria.278

2.2.3 The same food price change can improve diet quality in one country while279

worsening it in another280

Improving affordability of a single food group can have opposite impacts on the nutrient281

density of poor consumers’ diets in different countries (Fig. 2). For example, an increase in282

the price of pulses worsens NRFI in Malawi, Ethiopia Uganda and Tanzania while improving283

it in Nigeria. An increase in the maize price does not affect NRFI in Malawi, Ethiopia and284

Nigeria while improving NRFI in Uganda and Tanzania. An increase in the price of cassava285

worsens NRFI in Malawi and Tanzania while slightly improving it in Nigeria. An increase286

in the price of vegetables worsens NRFI in Malawi, Uganda and Nigeria without affecting it287

in Niger, Ethiopia or Tanzania. An increase in the price of fruits worsens NRFI in Malawi288

and Tanzania while improving it in Ethiopia and Uganda. An increase in the price of eggs289

worsens NRFI in Ethiopia while increasing it in Malawi, Niger, Uganda, and Tanzania.290

These effect underpin the importance of understanding consumers’ complex substitution291

patterns in response to food price changes. Substitution patterns vary from country to292

country and within a country, as Hicksian demand is allowed to vary with total household293

expenditures in our flexible demand system. Policymakers should take care not to assume294

that improving the affordability of a nutrient dense food will uniformly improve the nutrient295

density of consumers’ diets.296

2.2.4 Food groups whose prices are most important for nutrient intake are not297

necessarily the most nutrient dense298

In a world without substitutions, one would expect to see a negative relationship between299

intake of a nutrient and the price of foods that contain that nutrient in high concentration.300

For example, if the price of a very energy dense dense food increases, one would expect to301
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see DE intake decrease considerably. Counter-intuitively, we find that the food groups whose302

prices are the most important determinants of DE intake (or NRFI) are not the foods that303

contain DE (or nutrients) in the highest concentrations304

Figure 6a depicts a scatterplot between each food group’s energy density and the elasticity305

of dietary energy intake with respect to that food’s price. We see that DE intake is most306

responsive to rising grain prices, especially in Malawi and Niger, where one food staple307

dominates and many consumers are poor. While pulses are quite energy dense, DE intake308

is not very responsive to the price of pulses. Figure 6b depicts a scatter plot between each309

food group’s NRFI score and the elasticity of NRFI with respect ot the food group’s price.310

If a nutrient dense food became more expensive, one would expect the diet’s nutrient density311

to decrease. NRFI is most responsive to grain prices in Ethiopia but to pulse and starchy312

staple prices in Malawi. The most nutrient dense foods are fruits and vegetables, but their313

prices do not appear to be important drivers of overall dietary nutrient density.314
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(a) DE (b) NRFI

Figure 6: Visualization of the importance of each food’s price in determining dietary intake versus that
foods’ dietary composition. Panel 6(a) depicts a scatter plot between the elasticity total DE intake with
respect to each food’s price and each food’s own DE content (in kCal/kg). Panel 6(b) depicts a scatter
plot between the elasticity of overall dietary NRFI with respect to each food’s price and each food’s own
NRFI score (per 2000 kCal). Each country is represented by one color. We categorize food groups into five
categories: staple grains, starchy staples, pulses & nuts, fruits & vegetables, and animal sources food (see
Sec. 4.1), with each category represented by one symbol.

2.2.5 Price vouchers targeting poor consumers would close dietary intake gaps315

Except in a few cases, PVs targeting all food categories increase the share of poor households316

with sufficient DE. The exceptions include PVs targeting starchy staples in Niger and target-317

ing animal sourced foods in Nigeria and Ethiopia, which result in reduced DE intake for Q1318

households. Compared to CTs targeting poor consumers, PVs do not increase the share of319

households with sufficient intake of dietary components as much (Fig. 3). However, in many320

cases PVs do come close. For DE energy gaps, PVs targeting staple grains in Malawi, Niger,321

Ethiopia and Tanzania substantially increase the share of households with sufficient DE in-322

take. PVs targeting pulses & nuts in Malawi, Niger, Uganda and Tanzania also increases323

DE sufficiency. In order to increase the share of poor households with sufficient protein, PVs324

targeting staple grains and pulses & nuts in all countries are effective. So are PVs targeting325
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starchy staples in Tanzania and Uganda.326

For increasing the share of poor households with sufficient iron, staple grain PVs ev-327

erywhere except for in Niger are somewhat effective, as are PVs targeting both pulses &328

nuts and starchy staples in Malawi, Uganda and Tanzania. For increasing the share of poor329

households with sufficient zinc intake, PVs targeting staple grains in all countries are some-330

what effective, as are those targeting starchy staples and pulses in Tanzania and Uganda. In331

order to increase the share of poor households with sufficient vitamin A intake, PVs target-332

ing starchy staples in Malawi and Uganda and fresh fruits and vegetables and pulses & nuts333

in Tanzania are most effective. In Ethiopia, very few poor households consume sufficient334

vitamin A at baseline, and this remains unchanged with any PV or with the CT. For total335

folates, PVs targeting staple grains in Malawi, Niger and Nigeria appear effective, as do PVs336

targeting starchy staples and pulses & nuts in Malawi, Uganda and Tanzania.337

No single food category offers a consistent vehicle for improving intake of all key nutrients338

in all countries for poor consumers. Staple grain PVs do not appear to do harm, in that they339

do not exacerbate the incidence of households with insufficient intake. But for for many340

micro-nutrients, staple grain PVs do not increase the share of households with sufficient341

intake (e.g. vitamin A in Nigeria, Niger and Ethiopia and folates in Uganda). Fresh fruit342

and vegetable PVs do not move the needle much for anything except vitamin A and total343

folates. Animal source food PVs raise the share of households with sufficient intake of all344

dietary components, but only in Malawi and only by a small amount. Animal source foods345

also raise the share of households with sufficient intake of protein and zinc in Tanzania. PVs346

targeting animal source foods do lead to more households with insufficient intake in some347

cases – of vitamin A and folates in Uganda and Tanzania, of iron in Uganda, and of DE in348

Nigeria.349

Wealthier households generally have a higher share of households with sufficient intake at350

baseline, and PVs do not have a major impact on sufficiency, except that PVs targeting pulses351
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& nuts and starchy staples foods make an impact for a large number of dietary components352

in Uganda and Tanzania, and vitamin A intake responds to staple grain PVs even when they353

target the wealthiest (Q4) households in Niger.354

While CTs almost always generate larger impacts than PVs on the share of poor (Q1)355

households with adequate intake, some PVs have a larger impact on intake adequacy than356

CTs for wealthier households (Fig.3). For Q2 households, for example, staple grain PVs in357

Niger generate larger impacts on intake of dietary energy, protein, zinc and folates than do358

CTs. In Uganda, starchy staple PVs generate larger impacts on dietary energy and vitamin359

A intake than do CTs, and pulse & nut PVs generate larger impacts on intake sufficiency for360

Q2 households of iron, zinc and total folates than do CTs.361

2.2.6 Price vouchers targeting poor consumers could exacerbate some dietary362

balance problems363

Because almost all PVs targeting the poor increase DE intake, except only for animal source364

foods in Nigeria and starchy staples in Niger (Fig.3), there is some concern that some PVs365

could exacerbate problems of over-consumption. At baseline, we find generally low evidence366

over-consumption, such as an excess share of fat or protein in DE intake, except for in367

Uganda and Nigeria, where fat comprises a an excess share of DE intake for about 40% and368

30% of households, respectively (Fig. 4). Generally, the dietary balance data suggests that369

under-consumption is a bigger problem, with carbohydrates comprising an excessively large370

share of DE intake for the majority of poor households in Malawi, Ethiopia, Uganda and371

Tanzania (Fig. 4). Similarly, protein comprises an excessively small share of DE intake for372

the majority of poor households all countries, as does fat in Malawi, Niger, Ethiopia and373

Tanzania (Fig. 4).374

We find that PVs targeting staple grains category exacerbate dietary imbalance problems375

associated with under-consumption in many cases (Fig. 4). They increase the share of house-376
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holds whose intake of carbohydrates exceeds the threshold in Malawi, Niger and Tanzania377

while also increasing the share of households with insufficient intake of fat in Niger, Tanzania378

and Nigeria. Staple grain PVs improve the share of household under-consuming protein only379

in Ethiopia and Uganda. Staple grain PVs do slightly mitigate signs of over-consumption380

by reducing the share of households for whom fat comprises an excessive share of dietary381

energy in Niger, Tanzania and Nigeria, and improving the share of households for whom382

carbohydrates comprise too small a share of DE in Nigeria and Tanzania.383

When PVs target starchy staples, they similarly exacerbate imbalance problems of under-384

consumption for many households, while also improving some signs of under-consumption.385

The share of households with excessive carbohydrate intake is increased Uganda, Tanzania386

and Nigeria, and the share of households who consume too small a share of protein is in-387

creased in Uganda and Nigeria and of fat is increased in Tanzania. Under-consumption of388

protein is improved, however in Uganda. And under-consumption of fat is improved in Niger.389

PVs targeting starchy staples do not appear to exacerbate over-consumption problems. After390

starchy staple PVs, fewer households over-consume fat in Tanzania and Nigeria, and fewer391

households under-consume carbohydrates in Uganda and Nigeria.392

PVs that target pulses & nuts mostly improve the imbalance problems of under-consumption393

while, in a few cases, exacerbating imbalance problems associated with over-consumption.394

Generally, the share of households for whom carbohydrates comprise an excessively large395

share of dietary energy intake decreases in Niger, Uganda and Tanzania. The share of396

households who consume too small a share of protein improves following pulse & nut PVs397

in Malawi, Niger, Ethiopia and Uganda, as does the share consuming too small a share398

of fats in Niger, Uganda and Tanzania. The pulse & nut PVs do, however, exacerbate399

over-consumption problems by increasing the share of households whose fats exceed the400

recommended limits in Uganda and Tanzania and increasing the share of households who401

under-consume carbohydrates in Uganda.402
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PVs that target fresh fruits & vegetables (FFV) do not improve imbalance problems403

associated with under-consumption, nor do they exacerbate problems associated with over-404

consumption. The FFV PV does improve under-consumption of fats in Niger, but it also405

exacerbates over-consumption of fats in Nigeria.406

Finally, PVs that target animal source foods improve problems of under-consumption407

without exacerbating problems of over-consumption. Animal source food PVs reduce the408

share of households that over-consume carbohydrates as a share of DE in all countries. They409

also reduce the share of households that under-consume protein as a share of DE everywhere410

except for in Malawi, while also reducing the share of households that under-consume fat411

in Malawi and Niger. Animal source food PVs slightly exacerbate the share of households412

that over-consume fats only in Nigeria, where the problem affects wealthier (Q3 and Q4)413

households.414

2.2.7 Price vouchers targeting poor consumers would have mixed effects on415

diet-level micro-nutrient density416

Many PVs targeting poor consumers improve NRFI, while some PVs reduce it. There is no417

PV that would raise NRFI for consumers in all expenditure quartiles in all countries. PVs418

targeting staple grains would decrease NRFI in Niger, Uganda, Tanzania and Nigeria for the419

poorest (Q1) households, while increasing it in Malawi and Ethiopia (Fig. 7). Staple grain420

PVs decrease NRFI across all expenditure quartiles in Niger. The positive effect in Malawi421

and Ethiopia becomes negative for wealthy households, while the negative effect in Uganda,422

Tanzania and Nigeria becomes positive for wealthy households. Overall, if staple grain PVs423

targeted poor households, they would not improve the micronutrient density of diets except424

in Ethiopia.425

PVs targeting starchy staple foods would increase NRFI for poor (Q1) households in426

all countries, with the strongest effects in Malawi and Tanzania. This effect diminishes in427
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magnitude for wealthier households and becomes negative for Q4 households everywhere428

except Niger, with a particularly detrimental effect on NRFI for Q4 households in Uganda.429

If PVs for starchy staples are targeted to extremely poor or poor consumers, they will430

generally improve the nutrient density of diets, with a small detrimental effect in Nigeria for431

Q2 households and very limited positive effects in Niger and Nigeria for Q1 households and432

in Ethiopia and Uganda for Q2 households.433

PVs that target pulses & nuts would improve NRFI of extremely poor (Q1) consumers in434

Malawi, Ethiopia, Uganda and Tanzania, with the strongest positive effect in Tanzania and435

a very small negative effect in Nigeria. The Q2 effects are very similar to the Q1 effects, with436

a larger positive effect in Niger. Across the expenditure distribution, the pulse & nuts PV437

increases NRFI everywhere except Nigeria, where the negative impact is very small. This438

evidence suggests that PVs targeting pulses & nuts would improve dietary micronutrient439

density at the population level even without efforts to target poor consumers.440

PVs that target fresh fruits & vegetables (FFVs) improve NRFI across all consumer441

expenditure quartiles in Malawi, Tanzania and Nigeria. They result in a very small NRFI442

decrease for poor households in Niger, Ethiopia and Uganda which becomes positive for443

Q3 and Q4 consumers in Uganda but stays negative or flat for Q3 and Q4 consumers in444

Niger and Ethiopia. This result suggests that FFV PVs could be an effective vehicle for445

improving NRFI in some countries (Malawi, Tanzania and Uganda), even without targeting446

poor consumers, though they are not likely to result in improved NRFI for most consumers447

in Niger, Ethiopia and Uganda.448

Finally, we examine the impact of PVs that target ASFs on NRFI. ASF PVs improve449

NRFI for poor consumers everywhere except Niger, though the positive effect is very small in450

Malawi, Uganda and Tanzania. They do not improve NRFI for Q2-Q4 consumers in Uganda451

or Tanzania. The negative effect of ASF PVs on the NRFI of Q1 and Q2 consumers in Niger452

becomes positive for Q3 and Q4 consumers, while the positive effect of ASF PVs on the NRFI453
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of Q1-Q3 consumers in Nigeria becomes flat for Q4 consumers. This evidence suggests that454

ASF PVs targeting poor consumers could improve dietary micro-nutrient density only in455

some countries (Nigeria, Ethiopia and Malawi).456

2.2.8 Price voucher costs vary considerably across food quartiles, countries,457

and expenditure quartiles458

The redeemed value of a PV, which by assumption reduce consumer’s price of food items459

within the targeted category by 25%, varies according to how much of the subsidized food460

items is demanded by the household. We calculate the household level costs for each PV by461

predicting post-PV demand for items in the subsidized food category, as described in Section462

4.8 and Appendix C. We report mean costs for each total expenditure quartile in Table 1.463

When considering costs, it is clear that PVs are much less costly per household when464

poor households are targeted. Households consume more and higher quality foods within465

each category as they become wealthier, so the cost of a proportional price discount becomes466

larger for wealthier households. The monthly costs of food PVs are almost universally rising467

in total household expenditures (Table 1).468

Staple grain PVs are by far the most expensive, costing up to $US 26 per household469

per month for poor households in Niger and $US 50 for wealthy households in Malawi.470

Only in Uganda, where starchy bananas are a key food staple, is a different PV category471

(starchy staples) more expensive than a staple grain PV. Pulse & nut PVs are reasonably cost472

effective, with a mean per household expenditure of $5.52 per month per poor (Q1) household473

in Uganda (the highest of the countries). The pulse & nut PVs do not become excessively474

expensive for wealthy consumers, suggesting that the costs of program leakage in the case475

of imperfect targeting would not be overly burdensome. Fresh fruit and vegetables behave476

similarly to pulses & nuts in that they are not overly expensive for poor households (the477

maximum is $6.09 per household per month in Malawi). They do become more expensive478
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(a) Q1 (b) Q2

(c) Q3 (d) Q4

Figure 7: Nutrient-Rich Food Index (NRFI) response to Cash Transfer or Price Voucher
Simulations. The NRFI measure is standardized in each country by the sample-wide standard
deviation. Panel 7(a) depicts NRFI for Q1 consumers. The horizontal line shows baseline
NRFI levels. The dot corresponding to each country depicts NRFI following the CT for
Q1 consumers. Dots above the horizontal line represent improved diet quality compared
to baseline, while dots below the horizontal line represent worse diet quality compared to
baseline. The PV simulations are represented by the labels "grain" (staple grains), "starchy"
(starchy staples), "pulse" (pulses & nuts), "fruit" (fruits & vegetables), and "animal" (animal
source foods). Response of Q2, Q3, and Q4 consumers to the same simulations are depicted
in Panels 7(b), 7(c) and 7(d) respectively.
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for wealthier households (the mean per-month expenditure is $19 in Malawi and $14 in479

Tanzania). Animal sourced food PVs, by contrast, become quite expensive for wealthy480

consumers, capping out at around $US 39 per month in Malawi and Nigeria. Across all food481

categories, PVs are always much less expensive per household than CTs, which range in cost482

from $29 per hh per month in Uganda to $49 in Nigeria. The costs of a fixed CT do not vary483

between wealthy and poor households because, by assumption, they are fixed at an absolute484

amount based on the median income of poor households regardless of the household’s size.485

When assessing the dietary impacts of CTs and PVs (Fig. 7) alongside the predicted costs,486

pulses & nuts and FFVs appear more promising, generally, than staple grains or ASFs. Cash487

transfers do not appear to be a cost effective way to alter NRFI as compared to PVs, which488

are much less costly.489
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Table 1: Costs of implementing a CT and PV program as described in text, by country and targeted
population quintile.

Malawi Niger Ethiopia Uganda Tanzania Nigeria

Median marginal propen-
sity to consume cash trans-
fer on food (% of CT)

Q1 0.57 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.55 0.61
Q2 0.61 0.45 0.53 0.44 0.58 0.61
Q3 0.58 0.40 0.50 0.34 0.50 0.54
Q4 0.37 0.36 0.49 0.16 0.33 0.42

Average monthly transfer
size per household (2011
$USD, PPP)

Q1-4 36.69 42.17 36.40 29.64 31.72 48.84

Average monthly cost of
PV program per household
(2011 $USD, PPP)

Staple
grains

Q1 19.86 26.46 18.56 5.84 11.08 17.59
Q2 32.83 37.87 25.37 8.88 19.30 22.25
Q3 43.65 46.15 26.24 10.60 25.08 23.18
Q4 50.24 46.05 19.19 12.13 28.39 22.01

Starchy
staples

Q1 3.89 0.56 1.01 9.69 4.60 7.65
Q2 6.33 1.30 1.46 15.88 6.87 12.60
Q3 7.71 2.59 2.21 20.29 8.25 16.33
Q4 7.47 5.05 3.95 21.69 8.57 17.46

Pulses
& nuts

Q1 4.85 1.59 3.41 5.52 3.59 3.71
Q2 8.62 2.50 4.24 8.81 4.89 5.25
Q3 11.97 3.55 6.01 10.20 5.13 5.72
Q4 14.64 3.51 8.62 10.98 4.42 5.90

Fruits
& veg-
etables

Q1 6.09 1.58 1.46 2.89 4.45 5.21
Q2 9.48 2.58 2.01 4.78 7.12 7.74
Q3 13.24 4.66 2.82 6.37 9.61 9.75
Q4 19.37 9.31 2.81 9.47 14.09 12.18

Animal
source
foods

Q1 3.66 1.52 3.88 4.63 4.27 8.52
Q2 10.68 4.98 7.88 10.95 9.95 16.37
Q3 22.96 11.61 15.72 18.39 17.36 25.44
Q4 39.03 34.78 21.80 30.97 32.34 38.41

Note: The average monthly transfer size depicts the absolute size of cash transfer that we simulated for each household. The
median marginal propensity to consume food in total is based on the share of the modeled CT that is used to increase total
food expenditures (as opposed to expenditures on the numeraire good), as discussed in Appendix C. The average monthly cost
of each PV program is based on the post-PV average quantities consumed of each food category by consumers in each total
expenditure quartile, also discussed in Appendix C.
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3 Discussion490

We use a structural approach to model consumer demand in six sub-Saharan African coun-491

tries. This structural approach allows us to understand consumer preferences’ role in shaping492

their dietary responses to changing food prices and total expenditures. Our approach is the493

most comprehensive one to date that draws on evidence from multiple countries, uses a494

flexible form, goes beyond food demand modeling conditional on total food expenditures495

to food demand modeling conditional on total expenditures, accounts for censoring of pur-496

chases, addresses price endogeneity, and controls for unobserved heterogeneity in tastes and497

preferences.498

With new, comprehensive evidence, our findings support the widespread belief that499

poverty reduction is necessary for improving diet quality, but not sufficient. We find there500

is a very strong link between growth in total expenditures and improvements in multiple501

dimensions of diet quality, and this link is especially strong for poor consumers with expen-502

ditures below the international $US 1.90/day PPP poverty line. Poor consumers associate503

increased expenditures very closely with increased intake of micro- and macro- nutrients,504

increased overall micro-nutrient density of the diet, and improved macro-nutrient balance.505

We assess the diet quality impacts of raising household expenditures by simulating the506

diet quality impacts of a cash transfer (CT) given the baseline consumption patterns of our507

sample households and their modeled preference structures. We find that the CT would lead508

to more households consuming sufficient levels of micro- and macro-nutrients almost without509

exception (vitamin A intake in Ethiopia is not improved after the CT). This CT would not510

close all intake gaps between recommended and actual intake, nor would it solve macro-511

nutrient imbalance. The simulated CT would broadly improve diets without exacerbating512

problems associated with over-consumption, such as excessive intake of fat as a share of DE.513

We find evidence that food prices can be an important determinant of dietary intake514
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and of diet-level quality. Diet quality is more sensitive to food staple prices than it is to515

prices of much more nutrient dense foods. Diet quality sensitivity to staple food prices is516

especially concentrated in countries that rely on one major staple food (e.g., Malawi, Niger517

and Tanzania) compared to countries where no single food staple dominates (e.g., Ethiopia,518

Uganda and Nigeria). Because consumers make many substitutions in response to the change519

in one food group’s price, it is very hard to predict the overall diet quality response of food520

price changes. There is no single food category subsidy that would improve diet quality along521

all dimensions for all consumers in all countries. Lowering food staple prices with PVs could522

improve diet quality along many dimensions, though it also quite costly to provide poor523

consumers with food staple vouchers. Lowering the prices of nutrient dense foods like FFVs524

and ASFs can help to improve diet quality along multiple dimensions as well, though the525

effects are much smaller and not entirely positive. Pulses & nuts are a promising category526

in that lowering their prices results in meaningful diet quality improvements along most527

dimensions for poor consumers, and these subsidies are not as costly to implement as other528

subsidies.529

Collectively, our evidence is consistent with the the finding that a healthy diet is too530

costly relative to the purchasing power of poor consumers (Hirvonen et al., 2020). While531

many studies emphasize the high relative prices of food items that are rich in nutrients as a532

key barrier to diet quality (e.g., Headey and Alderman, 2019; Bai, Naumova and Masters,533

2020), we find that consumers show a strong overall propensity to improve their diet quality534

as their expenditures increase. Our findings suggest that lowering the prices of healthy foods535

alone is unlikely to close dietary intake gaps.536

In order to model demand systems and to simulate the diet quality impacts of CTs and537

PVs, we rely on a number of assumptions. Perhaps most importantly, we do not observe,538

and thus we cannot model the intake of individuals within households. Instead, we model539

household level intake and assess it against household level dietary requirements. Sufficient540
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intake at the household level is necessary in order to ensure that the individuals within the541

household have sufficient intake. If intra-household distribution is inequitable, then some542

individuals might not have sufficient intake even when the overall household intake is suffi-543

cient. When we simulate CTs, we assume that consumers use a fixed proportion of the cash544

transfer to raise their total household expenditures, and that there is no change in their total545

incomes arising from investments made with the remaining portion of their CT. These are546

conservative assumptions, and CTs could certainly generate additional returns that what we547

have modeled. Because the sign of CT impacts on dietary quality is overwhelmingly positive,548

and we ignore additional channels through which CTs could raise total household expendi-549

tures, our CT simulations likely understate the impacts of CTs on diet quality. We also550

assume that any CT or PV will be well targeted and will not result in a change in producer551

prices, wage rates, or consumer prices (apart from the PV being simulated). Equilibrium552

price effects induced by a CT or PV could dampen or undermined the impacts, but these553

are likely to be small if CTs and PVs are well targeted and implemented in open markets.554

For policy makers and development practitioners seeking to improve diet quality in de-555

veloping countries, we offer important evidence that consumer preferences play an important556

role in shaping consumers’ responses to changing price signals. Because of consumers’ com-557

plex substitution patterns, one should not assume that lowering the relative prices of healthy558

foods offers the best intervention to raise intake of healthy foods. Because income effects can559

be very powerful, and because substitution effects can be large, staple food prices are very560

important determinants of overall diet quality. Our modeling approach can assist the agri-561

cultural research and development community in prioritizing crops whose productivity gains562

are likely to result in the most substantial benefits for poor consumers. For example, our563

findings unequivocally suggest that improving productivity of millet in Niger would improve564

diet quality for poor consumers.565
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4 Methods566

4.1 Household Data567

We model food demand systems using Living Standards Measurement Study – Integrated568

Surveys on Agricultural (LSMS-ISA) panel data from six countries – Malawi, Niger, Ethiopia,569

Uganda, Tanzania, and Nigeria.1 LSMS-ISA surveys are administered by each country’s570

national statistics offices in partnership with the World Bank’s Development Data Group.571

The surveys cover multiple topics in a questionnaire, that is administered to a nationally572

representative sample of households selected through a two-stage sampling procedure. Table573

2 reports details about each country’s survey years and sample. The LSMS-ISA samples574

include both urban and rural households. In Ethiopia, urban households were not added575

until 2013-14, so we exclude urban households from our analysis in order to be able to use576

all three rounds of data. Because of the mostly rural sample, the Ethiopia survey only577

includes 25 food items, which we aggregate into 14 food groups.578

Table 2: Sample characteristics of nationally representative datasets used to model demand systems

Malawi Niger Ethiopia Uganda Tanzania Nigeria

Survey rounds
2010-11,
2012-13,
2016-17

2011, 2014
2011-12a,
2013-14,
2015-16

2005-06,
2019-10,
2011-12,
2013-14,
2015-16,
2018-19

2008-09,
2010-11,
2012-13

2010-11,
2012-13,
2015-16b

Unique households 3,104 3,974 3,529 3,277 3,165 4,407
HH-year observations 8,088 13,129 8,886 14,419 9,196 25,947
Food items reported 58 73 25 47 50 74
Food group modeled 18 19 14 19 19 19
Share of households in Q1 (wave 1) 44.03 28.40 58.78 51.84 24.88 22.66
Share of households in Q2 (wave 1) 29.41 37.46 28.60 27.05 29.20 28.82
Share of households in Q3 (wave 1) 18.62 23.88 10.65 14.38 25.68 29.72
Share of households in Q4 (wave 1) 7.94 10.25 1.97 6.74 20.24 18.80

Note: a Ethiopia’s 2011-12 sample excludes urban households, so our Ethiopia panel focuses on the rural and small town sample that is found across all three
survey rounds. b In Nigeria, consumption data were collected twice within each survey rounds, so we effectively have 6 rounds of panel data.

In the food consumption module of the LSMS-ISA survey, households recall their at home579

1LSMS-ISA data can be accessed at https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/lsms.
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food consumption, by food item and source, over the 7-day period preceding the household580

interview. The sources include food purchased at a market, food that was self-provisioned581

(i.e., cultivated by the household), and food received as a gift or transfer. For food that is582

purchased, the cost of acquisition is also collected. We discuss imputing unit values for non-583

purchased items in Section 4.2. The number of food items listed in the consumption module584

varies by country, as reported in Table 2. We aggregate items that are are similar in both585

diet function and in nutritional characteristics, and we have 18-19 categories everywhere586

except Ethiopia, where there are 14.587

We construct a total expenditures aggregate for each household over the 7-day period588

preceding the household’s interview based on the value of food consumption described above589

and also non-food consumption. Non-food expenditure items include food consumed away590

from the home, alcoholic beverages and tobacco, education and health expenses, and expen-591

ditures on various non-food goods and services. Our demand model uses a vector of each592

food group’s share of total expenditures (plus the numéraire good’s share in total expendi-593

tures) as its dependent variables. These budget share variables are described in Tables SIB.1594

to SIB.6. Using the household survey data, we also construct the variables that we use as595

demand shifters in our demand model (see Section 4.3).596

For the purpose of describing our results, we partition each country’s sample into four597

expenditure “quartiles” based on total household consumption per adult male equivalent per598

day. The poorest group (Q1) is characterized by expenditures below the international stan-599

dard for extreme poverty, which is $US 1.90 per capita per day in constant 2017 international600

$US, adjusted for 2011 purchasing power parity (PPP) and the consumer price index (CPI)601

within each country. Households in the second quartile (Q2) have daily per capita expen-602

ditures between $US 1.90 and $US 3.20, which corresponds with the international poverty603

standard. The third quartile (Q3) has per capita daily expenditures between $US 3.20 and604

$US 5.50, corresponding with the international poverty standard for upper-middle-income605
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countries. Households in the fourth quartile have daily per capita expenditures above $US606

5.50.607

Because we apply common expenditure cutoffs across all countries to form our “quartiles”,608

consumers in the same quartile have comparable purchasing power across countries. The609

share of each country’s population falling into each quartile varies by country. Only 23% of610

Nigerian households in the first wave fall into Q1, while 52% of Ugandan first wave households611

do. Only 7% of Ugandan households are part of Q4, compared to 19% of Nigerian households612

(Table 2). Because urban households are excluded from the Ethiopian estimation sample,613

Q4 households only comprise 2% of the wave 1 households.614

4.2 Prices615

We do not observe market prices for any food items consumed by households. Instead,616

using the steps below, we construct unit values for purchased items to reflect a household’s617

opportunity cost of consuming an item whether or not it is purchased at the market.618

We follow several steps to construct each household’s unit value variable for each food619

item. First, we convert consumption of each food item to the most commonly reported unit620

for that item. Second, we clean consumption outliers by bottom- (top-) coding quantity621

consumed at the 1st (99th) percentile of item level consumption per adult male equivalent.622

Third, we use total expenditures and the total quantity purchased to create a unit value for623

each purchased item. Fourth, we clean unit value outliers by bottom- (top-) coding them624

at the item level to the 1st (99th) percentiles. Fifth, we impute item level unit values for625

households who do not consume any market-purchased portion of an item during the 7-day626

recall period preceding the interview, following Perali and Chavas (2000). We impute these627

unit values for each food item and unit at the most dis-aggregated geographic level for which628

we have at least three unit value observations, in order to reduce the influence of unit value629

outliers. We start with the most disaggregated geographic level (the enumeration area) and630
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then continue with the ward, district, region (interacted with urban), and then national level631

(interacted with urban).632

We use an instrumental variable approach to account for household level price endogene-633

ity, as discussed in Section 4.4.634

4.3 Demand Model635

We use a two-way approximate linearized Exact Affine Stone Index (EASI) demand model636

to characterize household demand for multiple food groups and a composite numéraire good637

that incorporates all other consumption goods and services (Lewbel and Pendakur, 2009).638

The EASI model is an incomplete demand system in that it omits leisure consumption.639

Because we include a numéraire good encompassing non-food consumption of goods and640

services, our demand system avoids the very common yet problematic assumption that it is641

appropriate to model demand for individual food items conditional on total food expenditures642

(as opposed to total household expenditures) (Hanemann and Morey, 1992; LaFrance and643

Hanemann, 1989).644

The EASI model is also attractive because it is more flexible in functional form than645

more commonly used alternatives, such as the Almost Ideal Demand (AID) system and the646

Quadratic Almost Ideal Demand System. This flexibility allows for more curvature in the647

Engel curves that describe the relationship between expenditures and food demand, as well648

as in the Slutsky matrix that describes the relationship between prices and demand (Lewbel649

and Pendakur, 2009). The EASI model can be approximated using a system of estimation650

equations that are linear in parameters. For all six countries, we follow the specification used651
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by McCullough et al. (2021):652

w∗hit = µi +
J∑
j=1

αijphjt +
L∑
r=1

βiry
r
ht +

J∑
j=1

αijy(yht × phjt) +
K∑
k=1

γikzhkt + uhit,

(h = 1, ..., H; i = 1, ..., J − 1; t = 1, ..., T ).
(1)

In Equation 1, w∗hit represents household h’s latent budget share for food group i at time653

t. The household’s observed budget share during the 7-day recall period, whit, is the latent654

budget share that is censored at zero, as discussed in Section 4.4. The log price index for655

household h and food group j at time t is denoted by phjt. The variable yht represents the656

log of household h’s real total expenditures in period t. Following Lewbel and Pendakur657

(2009), we construct yht as the log of total household expenditures deflated by the Stone658

price index: log xht −
∑J
j=1 whjtphjt, where xht is nominal total household expenditures on659

food and non-food items. J represents the total number of goods in our demand system660

(the number of food groups in Table 2 plus the numéraire good). H represents the total661

number of households in each dataset. L represents the highest degree of total expenditure662

polynomial included in the specification and is selected during the estimation procedure, as663

discussed in Section 4.4.664

The vector zhkt in Equation 1 represents K demand shifters used control for observed665

household characteristics that explain consumption. This vector includes the household666

head’s age, household size adjusted for adult equivalence,2 household dependency ratio, in-667

dicators for the household head’s marital status and gender, indicators for each survey wave,668

and geographic controls for each region and for urban (vs rural) areas, and an intercept.3669

2Following the commonly used weights in the literature (Haughton and Khandker, 2009; De Janvry and
Sadoulet, 2015), we adjust for adult equivalence using 1 as a weight for household members who are above
age 17, 0.5 for members who are 13 - 17, 0.3 for members who are 7 - 12, 0.2 for members who are under 7.

3The demand shifters of Uganda’s model do not include the indicator for the household head’s gender
and household dependency ratio. Continuous demand shifters are logged and demeaned in the models for
consumers in Tanzania, Malawi, and Nigeria. The choice of the demand shifters and whether to log or
demean the continuous variables is guided by the performance of the model based upon a series of tests to
evaluate the model.
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Following (McCullough et al., 2021), we control for time invariant unobserved heterogeneity670

in tastes and preferences at the community level by including a vector of correlated ran-671

dom effects in zhkt. These effects include enumeration area (EA) level means across survey672

waves of both the price vector (phjtc) and the interaction between the price vector and real673

total household expenditures (yht × phjtc) into zhkt. Each household is linked with its corre-674

sponding EA in the first survey wave. We associate households who move away from their675

communities with the tastes and preferences from their originating communities (Atkin,676

2013; Cockx, Colen and De Weerdt, 2018).677

4.4 Estimation678

With a large number of goods reported over a short recall period, it is very common for679

a household to not consume anything from a food group during the recall period. As zero680

consumption values pose an estimation challenge, we estimate latent demand using a Tobit681

model, which is used commonly in the censored demand literature (Perali and Chavas, 2000;682

Meyerhoefer, Ranney and Sahn, 2005; Kasteridis, Yen and Fang, 2011).683

We impose several cross-equation restrictions on our latent demand system parameters684

consistent with the widely acknowledged properties of a well behaved demand system –685

homogeneity, symmetry and adding-up.686

We estimate this censored demand system with cross-equation restrictions using the687

extended Amemiya’s generalized least squares (AGLS) estimator, which was adapted to a688

very similar application by Zhen et al. (2014). Using the adding up restriction, we recover689

the parameters of the budget share equation for the numéraire good.690

We address two sources of endogeneity with our estimation approach. The first source691

arises from the fact that each household’s own budget shares (the vector of dependent vari-692

ables in our demand system) also are used to calculate the household’s Stone price index,693

which is part of the household’s real expenditures variable, log xht (a regressor in our demand694
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system). We instrument each household’s Stone price index with a modified index, which695

deflates expenditures by wit, the sample average budget share for food group i (Lewbel and696

Pendakur, 2009).697

The second source of endogeneity arises because households do not face prices in the698

market that are determined exogenously from household characteristics and preferences (Cox699

and Wohlgenant, 1986). For example, households that really like to consume rice might try700

harder to find a low price for rice on the market. Alternatively, households that are wealthy701

might seek out higher quality red meat items such as beef rather than the less expensive702

goat meat. We create a Fisher Ideal price unit at the food group level in order to reduce703

the influence of unit value bias caused by substitution between food items within a food704

group (e.g. between types of red meat).4 We reduce the influence of household level price705

search behavior and within-item substitutions by constructing three instruments for each706

price index – the first uses donor households from the same survey wave and EA, the second707

uses donor households from the same survey wave and region, and the third uses donor708

households from the same geographic zone and survey month and year.5709

4.5 Food Demand Elasticities710

Using the demand system parameters, we calculate predicted budget shares for each household-711

year observation by evaluating Eq. (1). We calculate a price elasticity matrix for each712

household-year observation and a total expenditure elasticity for each household-year ob-713

servation according to the methods discussed in Appendix C, evaluating each price and714

expenditure elasticity at each data point.715

We use a simulation approach to generate standard errors for each elasticity, drawing716

parameters 100 times from a multivariate normal distribution with means equal to the pa-717

4For the numéraire good, we use each country’s consumer price index (CPI) less food, alcoholic beverages,
tobacco, and narcotics, as the price index.

5For the numéraire good, the instrument is based on CPI lagged by two months.
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rameter vector and variance equal to the parameter covariance matrix (Krinsky and Robb,718

1990).719

Tables SIB.31 to SIB.54 report the sample-wide median price and total expenditure720

elasticities and their standard errors by expenditure quartile for each country’s demand721

system. Food demand is more responsive to expenditure changes than food price changes in722

all countries, regardless of household total expenditure levels. Poorer consumers’ demand is723

more sensitive to to total expenditure changes. Our results also show that demand for ASFs,724

such as poultry, red meat, and dairy, is more expenditure elastic than demand for other725

types of foods. We also find that consumers have high expenditure elasticities of demand for726

less essential foods, such as soft drinks. In Malawi and Niger, for example, the expenditure727

elasticity of demand for soft drinks exceeds 2 for consumers in all expenditure quartiles.728

Figures SIA.9 to SIA.10 show the own- and cross-price elasticities in matrix form for all729

expenditure groups of each country, respectively. Consistent with the previous findings of730

consumption patterns in the literature (Deaton, 1987; Cornelsen et al., 2015; Chen et al.,731

2016; Lusk and Tonsor, 2016), our results show that food consumption is more responsive732

to own-price than cross-price changes for consumers in most countries, except for Ethiopia733

consumers in the second, third, and fourth quartiles. We also find in the single staple734

countries (Malawi, Niger, and Tanzania), poor consumers show strong substitution effects in735

response to changes in the staple’s price. In Malawi, for example, when maize price increases736

1%, consumption of red meat, poultry, dairy, tea, and soft drinks decreases by >1% for Q1737

consumers (Table SIB.31), and the consumption of red meat and poultry decreases by more738

than 1% for the poorest consumers in Tanzania (Table SIB.47). Similarly, for Q1 consumers739

in Niger, demand for eggs, fish, and soft drinks decrease by >1% with a 1% increase in the740

price of millet (Table SIB.35).741
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4.6 Nutrient Demand Elasticities742

We derive nutrient demand elasticities using the price and expenditure elasticities described743

above, following Huang (1996); Huang and Lin (2000). The approach is discussed in more744

detail in Appendix C. We report the median elasticity of micro- and micro-nutrient with re-745

spect to total expenditures and a price change in each food group by country and expenditure746

group in Tables SIB.7 to SIB.30.747

For each nutrient, the total expenditure elasticity is larger than any price elasticity. Poor748

consumers’ intake of micro- and macro- nutrients is more sensitive to changes in total ex-749

penditures than wealthy consumers’ intake. For example, in Malawi, Q1 consumers have750

expenditure-elastic demand (geq1) for four nutrients (fat, iron, vitamin A and total folate)751

while Q4 households do not have expenditure-elastic demand for any nutrient. Similarly, in752

Ethiopia, Q1 households have expenditure-elastic demand for all nutrients, but Q4 house-753

holds only have expenditure elastic demand for protein, fat and vitamin A.754

4.7 Diet Quality Assessment755

To assess diet quality, we employ three different measures. The first measure, intake ade-756

quacy, refers to the adequacy of each nutrient’s intake relative to the household’s require-757

ment. The second, dietary balance, is based on the share of each key macro-nutrient in758

total dietary energy intake. The third measure, the Nutrient Rich Foods Index, refers to a759

single diet quality measure that favors “good” characteristics (e.g., micronutrient density)760

and penalizes “bad” characteristics (e.g., saturated fat and added sugar).761

To examine intake adequacy of each dietary component (dietary energy, carbohydrates,762

protein, fat, iron, zinc, vitamin A, and total folates – hereafter "nutrient"), we rely primarily763

on a binary assessment of whether a household’s intake of a nutrient exceeds the household764

level estimated average requirement (EAR) for that nutrient. This measure is analogous to765
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a Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT-0) headcount ratio (Foster, Greer and Thorbecke, 1984).766

The population level average intake adequacy measure then reflects the share of households767

in a population whose intake of a given nutrient is deemed "adequate." We also present,768

in some cases, a nutrient intake gap. This is based on the ratio between a household’s769

nutrient intake and the household’s requirement (EAR). When the gap is greater than one,770

the household’s intake exceeds the EAR. When the gap is less than one, the household’s771

intake is that fraction of the EAR. The nutrient intake gap is analogous to a Foster-Greer-772

Thorbecke (FGT-1) poverty gap ratio.773

We use the concept of macronutrient balance as a proxy for problems of over-consumption774

and under-consumption. We assess the share of protein, fat and carbohydrates in each775

household’s total dietary energy intake. The World Health Organization specifies a range776

of recommended intake for each macro-nutrient (10-15% for protein, 15-30% for fat, and777

55-75% for carbohydrates). Consumption of these macro-nutrients in ratios outside of the778

recommended intake range indicates a dietary imbalance that is predictive of chronic disease779

(Amine et al., 2003). In particular, consumption of fats in excess of 30% of dietary energy780

is predictive of over-consumption, and consumption of carbohydrates in excess of 75% of781

dietary energy is predictive of under-consumption.782

The Nutrient Rich Foods Index (NRFI) is a diet-level measure that we use to assess783

overall diet quality (Drewnowski, 2010; Fulgoni III, Keast and Drewnowski, 2009). NRFI784

is a scoring system based on the density of 12 individual diet components. Nine of these785

are considered “good," and thus increased intake raises the overall NRFI measure (these are786

protein, fiber, vitamin A, vitamin C, vitamin E, calcium, iron, magnesium, and potassium).787

Three nutrient components are considered “bad," and thus increased intake lowers the overall788

NRFI measure (saturated fat, added sugar, and sodium). For each household, we first score789
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intake of each nutrient (γ) relative to total dietary energy intake using the following equation:790

NutScoreγ = max
{
ϕγ
ϕkcal

· 2000
DRVγ

, 1
}
, (2)

where ϕγ represents the intake of nutrient γ, ϕkcal represents total dietary energy intake,791

DRVγ refers to the USDA’s Daily Reference Value (DRV) for each nutrient’s intake per792

2,000 calories, for adults and children aged 4 years and older. If the NutScoreγ exceds 1793

for a good nutrient, it is truncated to 1. Summing across the nutrient score for all 12 diet794

components, the NRFI is then:795

NRFI =
 ∑
γ∈GOOD

NutScoreγ −
∑

γ∈BAD
NutScoreγ − 1

 ∗ 100. (3)

Both of our diet level quality measures – macro-nutrient balance and NRFI – are normal-796

ized by caloric intake, and thus they are not sensitive to misreporting of quantities consumed797

by a household, assuming a household misreports quantities similarly for all food items.798

4.8 CT and PV Simulations799

We use policy simulations to test the sensitivity of diet quality to changes in total expendi-800

tures and food prices. We simulate two policies – a cash transfer of fixed size (CT), and a801

price voucher that offers a 25% price discount on various categories of foods (PV). Both the802

size of the CT and the PV discount level are selected using real-world policy precedents.803

Social protection programs such as cash transfers are seen as an important vehicle for804

improving nutrition because they raise incomes for poor consumers, which is strongly as-805

sociated with poverty reduction and improved food security (Bastagli et al., 2016). The806

delivery mechanisms used in social protection programs can also affect behaviors that deter-807

mine household food security, for example by empowering women, imposing conditions that808

reinforce desired behaviors such as school enrollment for girls, or by delivering specific food809
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products in kind (Alderman, 2015).810

We select a cash transfer size (CT) based on a meta-analysis of 57 evaluations conducted811

on 24 different social safety net programs across Africa (Ralston, Andrews and Hsiao, 2017).812

We benchmark the transfer size at a fixed amount for every household, which we peg to 20%813

of the median household expenditure levels of households whose per capita expenditures fall814

below the $1.90/day international poverty line equivalent. The benchmark transfer size for815

each country is depicted in the first row of Table 1.816

Next, following the same meta-analysis social safety net programs Africa (Ralston, An-817

drews and Hsiao, 2017), we assume that recipient households use 75% of the CT to increase818

total household expenditures (rather than, e.g., saving it or investing it in a farm or non-farm819

enterprise). We convert this assumed monthly increase in total household expenditures to820

its weekly equivalent and then calculate the proportionate increase in the household’s total821

expenditures as a share of its pre-CT total expenditures. For each household and each food822

group (plus the numeraire), we calculate the post-CT predicted consumption by multiplying823

the household’s pre-CT consumption quantity with its expenditure elasticity of demand and824

its proportionate increase in total household expenditures. We then compare the pre-CT825

and post-CT diet quality measures introduced in Section 4.7.826

For the sake of comparing the distributional effects of CTs, we simulate CTs not just827

for Q1 (poor) consumers but also for Q2-Q4 consumers. We note that social protection828

programs often include non-poor households (Beegle, Coudousel and Monsalve, 2018), so829

CT simulations for non-poor households are also policy relevant. In all cases, we hold the830

CT size fixed based on the median expenditures of Q1 households as described above. We831

calculate monthly program costs per CT recipient per country simply as this transfer size,832

assuming that there are no overhead administration or targeting costs, and no adjustments833

to the transfer amount based on household size or composition. These costs are reported by834

country in the first row of Table 1.835
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We acknowledge several important assumptions that we make in simulating the impacts of836

CTs on diet quality. First, we assume that the CT does not result in any equilibrium impacts837

on relative prices that consumers face (for each food group and the numéraire good). While838

there is evidence that CTs can increase the prices of perishable foods in remote markets if839

CT program saturation rates are large (Filmer et al., 2018), we do not incorporate these840

equilibrium effects into our analysis. We also assume the CTs would not result in a change841

in consumer income apart from receiving the CT, either by changing the household’s labor842

supply or wage rates, or if the household uses CT proceeds to invest in household managed843

enterprises (e.g., a farm). To the extent that CTs enable investments or allocations that844

result in increased earnings (Handa et al., 2018; Gertler, Martinez and Rubio-Codina, 2012),845

this would enhance a CT’s impacts on total household expenditures.846

Next, we design a price voucher (PV) policy simulation. High nutrient density foods are847

generally costlier per calorie than low nutrient-density foods worldwide and especially in sub-848

Saharan Africa, which deters poor consumers from consuming high nutrient density foods849

(Headey and Alderman, 2019). Nutritious diets are expensive relative to poor consumers’850

purchasing power, with the EAT Lancet diet costing about 75% of the daily mean per851

capita income of a sub-Saharan African household (Hirvonen et al., 2020). PVs have been852

used in many cases to lower the costs of, and thereby encourage consumption of, healthy853

foods (Gittelsohn, Trude and Kim, 2017). Government programs that subsidize the prices854

of food staples for poor consumers as a safety net intervention, such as the Targeted Public855

Distribution System in India, are also common (Kishore and Chakrabarti, 2015).856

We select a PV size of 25% in order to align with consumer subsidy interventions that857

have been used to influence diet quality. Consumer price subsidies between the range of 10%858

and 50% have been used to encourage consumption of healthy foods like fresh fruits and859

vegetables, though discounts that exceed 30% are somewhat uncommon (Gittelsohn, Trude860

and Kim, 2017). PV evidence largely comes from developed countries, where fresh fruits861
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and vegetables are often targeted. For example, a piloted FFV subsidy of 30% targeting862

SNAP beneficiaries increased FFV intake by about 26% in the USA (Olsho et al., 2016). In863

Sweden, a 50% subsidy of whole grain bread and breakfast cereals led to a 38% increase in864

fiber intake (Nordström and Thunström, 2009). In South Africa, the HealthyFood program,865

which offered a 25% price discount on selected fresh fruits and vegetables and whole grains to866

260,000 households in South Africa, was found to increase the consumption of healthy items867

while lowering consumption of unhealthy foods, such as foods high in sugar and salt, fried868

foods, fast foods, and processed meats (An et al., 2013). In China, Jensen and Miller (2010)869

find that staple grain PVs ranging from 8% to 25% do alter food consumption patterns.870

We separately apply PVs to 5 different food categories – staple grains, starchy staples,871

pulses & nuts, fruits & vegetables (FFV), and animal source foods (ASF). We categorize872

our food groups in each country into these five categories, as depicted in Table SIB.55. In873

order to predict post-PV consumption, we multiply pre-PV intake of each food group by874

the 25% PV and the vector of own- and cross-price elasticities with respect to all of the875

category’s subsidized food groups, thus accounting for an own-price response and cross-price876

effects. We then compare households’ diet quality indicators with and without each PV. As877

with CTs, we assume that the PV does not result in any equilibrium price effects, e.g., by878

driving up demand for specific foods or altering production of specific foods. We also assume879

household incomes are not affected by equilibrium effects induced by the PVs, which could880

occur if smallholder farming households were to face different output or input prices.881

The cost of a PV depends on the discount provided and the post-subsidy demand for each882

subsidized item. We describe our methodology for calculating the PV’s value to beneficiary883

households Appendix C. As with CTs, we ignore program administrative costs. In Table 1,884

we summarize each PV’s average value by country, food category, and quartile of consumer885

targeted.886

In general, it is more costly to provide a PV to a wealthy household than a poor household887
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because wealthy households consume higher quality items within each category (thus a 25%888

discount on a premium item costs more to provide than a 25% discount on a budget item),889

and because wealthy households tend to consume larger quantities of many food items than890

do poorer households. These regressive features of a PV could be addressed by designing891

a program that excludes higher quality items or places a cap on the quantity subsidized.892

Because our focus is on understanding how PVs would impact food demand for poor con-893

sumers, we do not incorporate design features into our PV simulation that would seek to894

reduce the costs of issuing PVs to wealthy consumers.895
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